
Bastille’s real-time Cellular, Bluetooth, BLE and Wi-Fi  
detection and location system locates all authorized 
and unauthorized devices within a campus or forward 
deployed location. Bastille accurately places dots on a 
floor-plan for device location and sends alerts when a 
device is found where it should not be or doing what  
it should not do.

Sample deviceS located include: 

• Cellular Phones: Individual phones located in real-time
just by their cellular signal

• Bluetooth/BLE: Detect paired, active pairing and
unpaired devices

• Wearables: e.g. Smart watches such as Garmin Fenix,
FitBit and Biometric Human Performance Monitors
and other tactical gear

• Personal Medical Devices: e.g. Hearing aids

• Laptops & Tablets

• Any device emitting cellular, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth or BLE

preciSe real-time accurate individual  
device location – not miSty Heat mapS
Earlier solutions and even some existing solutions detect 
power in a certain frequency in an area, and therefore 
cannot tell you if there is one device or 10 devices in  
a room. Bastille’s multi-patented solution recognizes  
individual devices, including individual cellular signals, 
and places a real-time dot on your floor plan to show where  
the device is located… which eliminates false positives.

deploy and GeoFence (in/out) For  
SciF and open Secret environmentS
Bastille is FCC certified as 100% passive and can be  
deployed where no transmitters are permitted. Bastille 
can set geo-fences to include or exclude areas where 
devices are/not allowed and send real-time alerts when 
devices are located and/or policies are violated.

autHorized vS unautHorized deviceS
Commands want to permit only certain authorized  
devices in SCIF/Open Secret areas, and Bastille makes  
this possible. Bastille takes feeds from other systems, 
such as Aruba, where a device has been authorized,  
and gives the ability to tag specific devices as authorized 
for a given location and/or time.

Bastille provides real-time Cellular, Bluetooth, BLE  
and Wi-Fi device detection, location and alerts

enforce device policy with 24x7 Wi-Fi, cellular  
and Bluetooth detection, location and alerting

We are excited to see the final development 
of Bastille’s technology to provide security by 
monitoring the RF and cellular spectrum.
anil JoHn, Svip tecHnical director, 
u.S. department oF Homeland 
Security preSS releaSe
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BaStille’S unique BluetootH detection – device pairinG red alertS
Bastille detects and Red Alerts if device pairing ever happens e.g. a Garmin Fenix 
pairs with a phone in a locker or car outside the Open Secret area. Even BLE  
devices can pair up to 100 metres or more! In other systems, once a Bluetooth/
BLE device is paired, the devices become invisible to the system. This is exactly 
when you don’t want them to be invisible. If you need to understand where  
Bluetooth devices are, what they are connected to and how active they are,  
then Bastille has the only way to do it.

detailed device inFormation
Bastille passively determines more than 150 fields of information from devices 
including manufacturer, model, name, network connection, frequency, and  
transmitter ID among other fields. This data provides valuable context for  
both forensic and real-time device determination and adjudication. 

ForenSicS
Bastille provides accurate locations and device information in DVR format 
for a year or longer to permit detailed investigations for insider threat.  
Exports to Splunk, Tableau or any other system via standard APIs.

canned Splunk, aruBa & otHer enterpriSe inteGrationS
Bastille’s standards based APIs allow simple integration with all your existing 
systems like Splunk, SIEMs, Incident Response Platforms, Wi-Fi WIDS and Access 
Points without the need for additional modules.

mdm and acceSS control
Use Bastille’s integrations to disconnect a device from the network via your  
NAC system if a device breaches a geofenced area or breaks a policy. Bastille 
integrates with MDM solutions to provide location information to the MDM  
solution, which then can disable apps on the device, such as the camera app 
when the device enters a geofenced or restricted area.

device adJudication WorkFloW
Bastille allows you to accurately DETECT and LOCATE all devices, EVALUATE if a 
certain device is permitted in an area and if it presents a threat, send an ALERT 
to INVESTIGATE the device with detailed device information and RESOLVE the 
incident and record the actions taken.

About Bastille
Launched in 2014, Bastille is the leader in enterprise threat detection through 
software-defined radio. Bastille provides full visibility into the known and  
unknown mobile, wireless and Internet of Things devices inside an enterprise’s 
corporate airspace–together known as the Internet of Radios. Through its  
patented software-defined radio and machine learning technology, Bastille 
senses, identifies and localizes threats, providing security teams the ability to  
accurately quantify risk and mitigate airborne threats that could pose a danger 
to network infrastructure.

For more information on Bastille, visit www.bastille.net. 

Key Bastille Features
• Authorized vs.

unauthorized devices

• Works for SCIF/Open Secret areas

• Bluetooth / BLE pairing, paired,
unpaired alerts

• Detailed device information

• DVR for forensics

• Device location within 3 meters

• SIEMS integrations, including
Splunk

• NAC Integrations with
Aruba, Cisco/Meraki

• Standards-based APIs

• On-premise deployment

• FCC certified 100% passive

• MDM integrations with VMWare
and MobileIron

100% Passive-Only 
FCC Certification

Follow us on Twitter @bastillenet and LinkedIn.
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